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Support JDC
Archives

Explore additional photos of immigrants to Israel in the 1950s-1960s here.

JDC World War II-Era Records Now Available
Online

JDC Archives makes over 1100 World War II-era records
from its 1933-1944 Collection, documenting JDC’s rescue
and relief efforts throughout Europe during the rise of
Nazism, accessible online. View Collection Highlights here.
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A Scholarly Glimpse

JDC Archivist highlights forgotten
heroes of Soviet Jewish collective.
With stunning documents and images,
senior JDC archivist Misha Mitsel
chronicles the tragic history of Agro-Joint,
a Jewish agricultural initiative launched by
JDC in cooperation with the Soviet
government in the late 1920s.

Family Researchers

Registration cards from Hungarian
Jewish refugees in Austria accessible
online. After the Hungarian Revolution in
October 1956, more than 18,000
Hungarian Jews fled to Austria. By the
end of 1956, JDC was caring for nearly
11,000 refugees. Learn more!

Events and Happenings

Are you engaged in graduate level, post-
doctoral, or independent study?
Applications now open for the JDC Archives
Fellowship.

Personal Stories

Has JDC impacted your life in some
way? Miriam Steinberg Weiss shares her
father’s story of survival in wartime
Shanghai.

Archives Treasure

Urgent message inspires a historic
beginning. U.S. Ambassador to Turkey
Henry Morgenthau sends JDC’s founding
telegram to Jacob Schiff in New York
requesting $50,000 in aid for Palestinian
Jewry.

Using the Archives

Available resources for educators.
Educators are invited to utilize the
Archives’ educational guides in both
formal and informal settings for programs
on world Jewry and Holocaust education.

Facebook   About the Archives   Photos   Fellowships   Exhibits   Finding Aids

 The JDC Archives houses one of the world’s most significant collections of modern Jewish history. Comprising the organizational records
of the American Jewish Joint Distribution Committee (JDC), the world’s leading Jewish humanitarian organization, the Archives includes over
3 miles of text documents, 100,000 photographs, a research library of more than 6,000 books, 1,100 audio recordings including oral
histories, and a video collection.
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With records of activity in more than 90 countries dating from its founding in 1914 to the present, the JDC Archives has two centers, located
in New York City and Jerusalem, and is open to the public by appointment. For more information, visit archives.jdc.org. For more information
on the Fred and Ellen Lewis JDC Archives Fellowship, visit the Fellowship page.
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